
Most modelers try to make their
rolling stock as realistic as
possible without sacrificing
performance. Detailed bodies and
authentic paint schemes are a big
part of why Walthers HO Scale
freight cars are so popular. Now
Walthers has upped the ante with
its new Gold Line™ freight cars.
Placing performance and
authenticity at the forefront, Gold
Line improvements to Walthers
ready-to-run cars make adding
authenticity to your railroad as
easy as placing a car on the track. 

Bringing Back the Klickety-
Klack
Walthers Gold Line HO Scale
freight cars now feature turned-
metal wheels. By giving wheels a
little more weight and an
improved wheel tread, they stay
on the track better and look great.  

Each Gold Line car comes with
the correct 28, 33 or 36" diameter
wheels matching what’s used on
the prototype. Plus, the sound of
metal wheels rolling along on
your mainlines adds a new
dimension of authenticity to your
railroad.

Knuckling Down for Detail
Over the years, most models have
included oversized knuckle
couplers—a holdover from the
past when it was difficult to make
a reliable scale-sized sprung
knuckle. Closer in size and shape
to the couplers used on the
prototypes, new McHenry®

couplers take advantage of
modern manufacturing methods—
their near-scale size brings
Walthers Gold Line freight cars to
a new level of realism. Featuring
many details found on real
couplers, these McHenry couplers
come molded in an appropriate
brown color and feature reliable
metal knuckle springs.

As Always, a Full Set of Wire
Grab Irons with Every Car
Nothing says realism in HO like
free-standing grab irons. The
bodies of Walthers Gold Line cars

have molded drill starter points
complete with bolt details. The
starter points make drilling the
mounting holes easier than ever.
Best of all, there’s no need to
purchase aftermarket grabs—each
car includes a complete set of
preformed wire grab irons.  

Walthers Gold Line Freight
Cars
If you’re looking for performance
and detail for your freight car
fleet, choose Gold Line freight
cars. If some of these cars look
familiar from previous releases,
don’t worry—they’ve been
upgraded to Gold Line standards!
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Performance and Realism Combined:
Walthers Gold Line™ Freight Cars

Tri-Level Auto
Carriers 
December 2004/January 2005
Hauling new autos is big business for many railroads. These
big cars operate both in solid trains and as part of regular freight trains.
You’ll find them at assembly plants, seaports and anywhere else autos are shipped.
Because of their size, they ride on 28" wheels to reduce overall height; like the
prototypes, these cars include 28" metal wheelsets for extra realism.
Single Cars, $25.98 Each
932-4871 St. Louis – San Francisco (Frisco)
932-4872 CP Rail
932-4873 ATSF
932-4874 BNSF (black & white logo)
932-4875 CNW (Box Car Red)
932-4876 C&O (Chessie)
932-4877 Kansas City Southern
932-4878 UP (SSW or SP reporting marks)

Limited-Run 2-Packs, $49.98
932-24871 St. Louis – San Francisco (Frisco)
932-24872 CP Rail
932-24873 ATSF
932-24874 BNSF (black & white logo)
932-24875 CNW (Box Car Red)
932-24876 C&O (Chessie System)
932-24877 Kansas City Southern
932-24878 UP (SSW or SP reporting marks)

Ore Car 12-Packs 
September 2004 12-Car Sets, $79.98

Thousands of these cars haul ore between mines, ore
docks and steel mills. Based on Great Lakes “Minnesota”
ore cars that served on the Missabe range, similar cars
were also operated by other railroads. Each set features
new car numbers.

932-4472 Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range
932-4473 UP

Ballast Hopper 3-Packs  
September/October 2004 $39.98 (unless noted)

Equipped with special doors that direct the flow of ballast onto the
track, these cars are welcome additions to any maintenance fleet.
Each set includes three matching cars with different numbers, and
we’re rerunning the undecorated single car too!

932-34221 UP
932-34222 CSX
932-34223 ATSF
932-34224 CR
932-34225 BNSF 
932-34226 CNW
932-34227 SP

932-34228 Amtrak®

932-34229 MILW
932-34230 CN
932-34231 SOO
932-34232 CP
932-4200 Undecorated Single Car $11.98
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Centerbeam Flat Car 
October 2004
Perfect for moving loads from sawmills to lumberyards, these cars feature the
correct “Opera Window” or standard center beam to match their prototype.
Single Cars, $21.98 Each
932-4130 BC Rail - Opera
932-4131 NOKL - Standard
932-4132 CBRY - Opera
932-4133 Texas-South Eastern - 

Standard

Limited-Run 2-Packs, $39.98
932-24130 BC Rail - Opera
932-24131 NOKL - Standard
932-24132 CBRY - Opera
932-24133 Texas-South Eastern - 

Standard

16,000-Gallon Tank Cars 
November/December 2004

Favorites of the chemical and paper industries, you’ll find these cars moving
kaolin clay slurries to paper mills, fuel additives to refineries and ingredients to
food processing plants.

Single Cars, $21.98 Each
932-7228 Procor (SHLX) Optimiser
932-7229 UCLX (black)
932-7230 Omya (UTLX)
932-7231 GATX (Caustic Soda)
932-7232 Cargill (old logo)
932-7233 Georgia Marble (HARX)

Limited-Run 2-Packs, $39.98
932-27228 Procor (SHLX) Optimiser
932-27229 UCLX (black)
932-27230 Omya (UTLX)
932-27231 GATX (Caustic Soda)
932-27232 Cargill (old logo)
932-27233 Georgia Marble (HARX)

Cushion Coil Car 3-Packs 
(Limited-Run) September 2004 $59.98

Featuring a “V”-shaped cradle in place of the usual
floor these cars are classified as both gondolas and flat
cars. A cushion underframe helps prevent coils from
shifting end-to-end as they travel between rolling
mills and stamping plants. 

932-961 Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 
932-962 CNW

Single Cars, $21.98 Each
932-7270 Terra
932-7271 United States Army
932-7272 Darling (UTLX)
932-7273 Shell Oil Company

(SCMX)
932-7274 Celtran, Inc. (CELX)
932-7275 NGO-Chemical (UTLX)

Limited-Run 2-Packs, $39.98
932-27270 Terra
932-27271 United States Army
932-27272 Darling (UTLX)
932-27273 Shell Oil Company

(SCMX)
932-27274 Celtran, Inc. (CELX)
932-27275 NGO-Chemical (UTLX)

23,000-Gallon Tank Cars 
November/December 2004

Haul heating oil, asphalt, lubricating oil and kerosene across your
railroad with these cars. They’re also used in agriculture for
hauling vegetable oils, alcohol and feed additives, as well as in
other industries for various liquids.
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Street lamps have been part of the
city landscape since the 1890s.
Ranging from elaborate to
utilitarian, they illuminate streets
and sidewalks, making it easier to
get around at night. No town
scene is complete without street
lamps; that’s why Walthers has
introduced a new line of HO
Scale American-style, working
models.

Finally, Realistic North
American Street Lamps!
Typical of lamps found all over
North America, they’re available
in three different styles that are
perfect for period scenes,
although many are still in service
today. Walthers street lamps
capture the look of cast-iron street
lamps that have been in use since
the early 1900s. 

The Walthers models are
patterned after lamps used in New
York and many other cities.
Thanks to the longevity of the
prototypes and a flood of
reproductions, these detailed
accessories are suitable for both
period and modern scenes. 

Versatile and Easy to Use
Each fully assembled lamp
features detailed metal and plastic
parts designed to withstand layout

service. They’re
exceptionally easy to install,
too. Each lamp plugs into a
socket base that’s disguised
under the base of the mast.
Simply drill a 11/32" diameter
hole in your layout surface
and insert the pre-wired
socket, making sure the
rim is flush with your
scenery.

Once the sockets are
installed, simply plug
in the street lamp. If
you like to change
your scenes or remove the
lights while working in the
area, just pull them out and
cover the socket with the
supplied manhole cover.
The sockets are
universal—they fit all
three styles of
Walthers street
lamps, so you can
change the lamp post
styles at any time.
The lamps operate on
12V power from
your power
pack’s fixed DC
terminal or a
12V AC or
DC power
supply. 

The manhole cover
conceals the socket and
keeps out foreign
objects when not in use.

Here’s a typical prototype street
lamp similar to the Walthers
Single-Arm Street Lamp. Photo
by V.S. Roseman

The handy plug and
socket system makes
Walthers street lamps
versatile. Imagine, you
can easily update or
backdate your street
scenes by simply changing
the street lamps.

Double-Arm (Boulevard) Street Lamp, 
933-1080 $9.98

Single-Arm Street Lamp, 933-1081 $9.98 Small Street Lamps pkg(2), 933-1082 $10.98 




